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Part I

Teaching and Learning in the Digital Age – students, teachers and learning environment
Today’s digital kids think of information and communications technology (ICT) as something akin to oxygen: they expect it, it’s what they breathe, and it’s how they live; they use ICT to meet, play, date, and learn; it is an integral part of their social life; it is how they acknowledge each other and form their personal identities.

John Seely Brown
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### T&L and Learning environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Once upon a time...</th>
<th>Today...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 competence/skill– 1 teacher</td>
<td>1 competence/skill– # teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple learning environment</td>
<td>Complex learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not flexible</td>
<td>Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning</td>
<td>Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By oneself</td>
<td>Collaborative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Quick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using reading and writing</td>
<td>Supported by digital technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teaching and learning styles

"Delegator"

"Activator"

"Coach"

"Sage on a stage"
As we start a new school year, Mr. Smith, I just want you to know that I’m an *abstract-sequential learner* and trust you’ll conduct yourself accordingly…

It is called *reading*. It is how people install new software into their brains.
Matching T&L styles is a MYTH

- Learning: the brain learns in many ways at once; we don’t have one dominant learning style
- Teaching: we tend to teach the subject in a way which resembles our own learning style and according to our best learning experiences
- There is no evidence that the change of teaching style to match different learning styles helps students to achieve better results.
- There is no "faster" or "better" learning as learning outcome.
- Teachers should be aware of the student’s background, interests and motivation for learning.
Digital divide

- Digital Natives
- Digital Integrators
- Digital Immigrants
- Digital Aliens

Digital natives - Millenials – Generation Y / Z

- They are **intuitive learners** rather than linear (do not use or easily relate to manuals)
- They **learn via participation** rather than passively (Wikipedia vs. Britannica)
- Their brains have developed a **high capacity to multitask** and to **rapidly task-switch** (hopping).
- They **see the world less hierarchical** - the Internet levels the playing field, making everyone more equal online (*T.L. Friedman: The World Is Flat*)

Marc Prensky
Lessons learned

► Learning happens in a multitude of ways; the success in achieving learning outcomes depends mostly on student’s background, interests and motivation!

► Create teaching methods that are based on the motivational characteristics of students

► Be ready to adapt and to change methods and teaching strategies, so as to activate more senses

► Do it (at least partly) ONLINE!
Part II

E-learning
– methodology, institutional support, support from the environment
E-learning

► Technical definition

E-learning is any form of learning, teaching or education that is supported by the use of digital technology, particularly Internet technologies.

► Pedagogical definition

E-learning is interactive or two-way process between teachers and students supported by digital technology; emphasis is on the learning process while the technology is only a tool that complements the process.
E-learning technology
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18 Pro’s

► integrated learning materials available 24/7
► learning and teaching student oriented
► enhanced communication
► spatial and temporal flexibility
► interactivity
► virtual experiments
► self-assessment tests
► reduction of the number of class hours
► improving information literacy
► global work group, global teachers
Con’s

► preparation of educational materials:
  time consuming
  requires nontrivial skills - editing text and images, graphic design, use of multimedia, ...
► reduced social contacts
► a strong self-discipline
► high level of motivation
► possible technical problems
  connecting to the network
  entering the VLE
  download or upload problems
  ...

Marta Žuvić
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MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses)

2016: 700+ Universities, 6850 Courses, 58 M Students


RICOUNT http://ricount.uniri.hr/
First and primarily, an excellent e-teacher is an excellent teacher. They like dealing with learners; they have sufficient knowledge of their subject domain; they can convey enthusiasm both for the subject and for their task as a learning motivator; and they are equipped with a pedagogical understanding of the learning process, and have a set of learning activities at their disposal by which to orchestrate, motivate, and assess effective learning.

Terry Anderson
Support

**DigTech SUPPORT**
- maintenance and administration of VLE
- access to DT tools
- helpdesk
- creation of MM content
- ...

**EDUACTIONAL SUPPORT**
- educational programs for DT use
- content development
- implementation of educational innovation
- ...

Teacher

Students

VLE

web portal
24 Institutional support

► Technical support available to students and teachers at all times
► Educational and developmental support to teachers and co-workers
► The new regulation of the teaching workload
► Stimulation and help in the development of educational materials
► Monitoring and motivational support to students
► Quality control

University of Rijeka e-learning support

• Supporting documents (strategy #1- implementation, strategy #2 - development, Action plans, Books of rules, ... )
• E-learning network
• Technical, educational and developmental support
• Quality control
What our students value the most?

- availability of learning materials / resources
- organization, completeness and design of materials
- online availability of teachers
- timely feedback
- self- assessment tests implemented


Lessons learned

- E-learning can improve the quality of teaching and learning, but only if it is structured in a functionally and pedagogically meaningful way.

- The full functionality of e-learning can be developed only with the institutional support.

- Technology can never replace a good teacher, but it can help.
Part III

My e-course
– how to plan, organize, manage and perform online
The first step - answer questions!

1. What is the objective of the e-course?
2. What resources do I have?
3. Who are my students and what I want them to achieve?
4. How to organize an e-course?
1. What is the objective?

- Why do I want to have an e-course?
- What are my expectations from the e-course?
- Can my teaching be improved by opening an e-course?
- What parts of my current teaching I may amend, replace or innovate by implementing an e-course?
2. What resources do I have?

- **Technical requirements**: platform (availability, technical support, ease of use, ...); computer at work/home? Internet access?
- **Time**: Do I have enough time (in the preparational period / during the course of teaching)?
- **Existing materials**: Do I already have digital learning materials?
- **Human resources**: roles required to deliver e-course? (professor, assistant, etc.); how many people I can count on? are they digitally competent?
3. Who are my students and what I want them to achieve?

- **Target group**: How many students do I have? Who are my students? (experience of studying, experience of e-learning, digital competences, etc.). What students expect? What is their environment?

- **Learning outcomes**: What are the learning outcomes for the course? What competencies should be developed?

- **Specifics areas**: What is the complexity and difficulty of the content? Are the learning outcomes knowledge or skills oriented?
1. Contents

• How to structure the course (thematic/timeline)? Opening of the content (successively/always opened)?
• What types of content will be offered? In what digital format?
4. How will I organize my e-course? (2)

2. Methods

- Which **teaching methods** to achieve the learning outcomes?
  - Presentation of materials (lecture materials, references, videos, multimedia, links...)
  - Interactive methods (self-assessment quizzes?)
  - Collaborative methods (group work, peer review, etc.)
- What types of **activities** to support learning?
  - Homework - individual (thematic, weekly, periodically)
  - More complex tasks - problem-solving - individual / group
  - Term papers
  - Discussions on the forums - the rules!
  - Feedback - individual / group / all students
3. Assessment:

What will be assessed in an e-course? How will the final grade be structured? What are the criteria for the assessment of activities (feedback)? Self-assessment tests? Test items database?

4. Quality control:

Student’s evaluation of e-Course and teachers? Continuous evaluation / periodic / final?
The second step – PLAN!

► Plan of content:
- How to organize content? (thematic/timeline)
- What kind of teaching materials will be offered/in what format? (presentations, text materials, e-books, MM materials)
- The type and quantity of supplementary materials? (additional literature, video, simulation ...)

► Plan of activities:
- What kinds of activities will be offered to students?
- What will be the obligations? Which rules will be applied?
- Criteria for the evaluation of student activities?
- Organization of assessment?
The second step – PLAN!

► Communications plan:
What types of alerts will appear on News Board?
Post the communication rules!
situations for the individual communication netiquette
Provide the communication channel - to solve technical problems, to get learning support

► Plan of course administration:
How will students enroll to the course?
What available tools for administering am I going to use?
Organization of evaluation list in the e-course?
How the final score will be structured?
Summary

Content
- Presentations
- Educational materials
- Additional literature
- Links

Activities
- Submission tasks (homeworks, seminar papers...)
- Forum – discussions
- Group work
- Peer review

Communication
- Notice Board
- Internal e-mail
- Forums

Course administration
- Enrollement
- Assessments and follow-up
- Grades
- Statistics

PLAN!
Lessons learned

► Plan, plan, plan...
► Design, structure and organization of e-Course should be completed before the course starts!
► All the "rules of the game" in the course must be known before the start of classes!
► Activities must be structured in advance and schedule of activities should be defined for the entire period of instruction!
► Do not change the appearance and structure of the e-course in progress!
Example

http://mudri.uniri.hr
What’s on the blackboard

\[ 12 \sqrt{6} \times 7 : (6 + 2 \sqrt{4}) \times 2 + ab - c \times 145 \]

\[ 1 + -5x + 6y \times 22 \sqrt{4}d + 2 \sqrt{r} : (3 + [8v, 2] : 3 + 2 \sqrt{v}) \times 34 \sqrt{4u} \times 3ea \]
What the teacher is seeing

\[2 + 2 = 4\]
What the students are seeing
What the students remember
What’s gonna be on the test
What the cleaning lady is seeing
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